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A NOTE ON WEAK HIDDEN VARIABLES 

JIŘÍ BINDER, Praha 

(Received October 28, 1986) 

Summary. We consider a cr-additive version of "centrally additive" hidden variables as intro
duced in [9]. As the main result we construct a logic without sufficiently many centrally additive 
dispersion free states. Consequently, this logic does not admit weak hidden variables. 
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N O T I O N S A N D R E S U L T S 

In the logico-algebraic approach to the foundations of quantum mechanics, the 
hidden variables hypothesis expresses by the presence of "sufficiently many" two-
valued states (see [3], [5], [8], [11], etc.). Since many important logics have no 
two-valued states (see [ l ] , [2], [7]), it is natural that generalized types of hidden 
variables have been considered ([6], [9]). In this note we introduce and shortly 
analyse one such generalization. Although the main result is in fact negative (it 
implies the absence of hidden variables), the investigation led us to a construction 
of a logic having rather special central properties. 

Let us review the basic notions as we shall use them in the sequel. By a logic 
we mean a cr-orthomodular partially ordered set (see e.g. [3]). If L is a logic then 
by C(L) we denote the set of all absolutely compatible elements of L (i.e. C(L) = 
= [a e L, a is compatible to each b e L}). The set C(L), which is known to be 
a Boolean o~-algebra (in L), is called the centre of L. 

We say that a mapping h: L-> {0, 1} is a central 0—1 state if 
(0 h(i) = i, 

(ii) h(a) + h(a') = 1 for any a e L, 

(iii) h(a) g h(b) whenever a,b e L and a g b, 

(iv) h( V at) = Y,Kai) whenever at e L (i eN), ax ^ a] for any i =f= j and at most 
ieN ieN 

one of af's does not belong to C(L). 
Of course, if Lis Boolean the central 0—1 states coincide with the 0—1 states. 
We have the following result: 
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Theorem 1. Let Lbe a logic and let h be a (central) 0—1 state on C(L). Then 
there is a central 0— 1 state ft on Lsuch that the restriction of fi to C(L) is h. 

Proof. We aply the following result [9], For the logic L there exists a Boolean 
algebra B and an injective mapping cp: L-* B such that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

*(1) = L 
<p(a') = cp(a)' for each a e L, 
<p(a) — cp(b) whenever a, b e L, a —^ b, 
cp(a v b) = cp(a) v <p(b) whenver a,b e L, a ^ b\ and a e C(L). 

In particular, cp is a Boolean embedding of C(L) into B. Now let ft be a central 0 — 1 
state on C(L). By the theorem of Horn and Tarski [4] ft can be extended to a two-
valued finitely additive measure on B. Denote this measure by k and put h(a) = 
= k(cp(a)). We claim that ft is the required extension. Inded, ft|C(L) = h and if a( 

is a sequence of mutually orthogonal elements of Land ate C(L) for i > 1, then 

h(v«,) = %>(Vfl.)) = %(«0 v 9>(v*.)) = %(*,)) + *(v«.) = %0 + 
ie/V /etf i > l i > l 

+ ft( V ai) = Z ^ ( a 0 - The P r o°f is complete. 
i > l ieiV 

We say that L possesses weak hidden variables, if for any pair a, b e L with a % b 
there is a central 0—1 state ft: L-> {0, 1} such that s(a) = 1 and s(b) = 0. Similarly 
as in the finitely additive case we have the following characterization. 

Proposition 2. A logic Lpossesses weak hidden variables if and only if there is 
an injective mapping \j/: L-> B into a Boolean o-algebra B of subsets of a set such 
that 

(0 ^i) = i. 
(ii) i//(a) ^ \j/(b) if and only if a ^ b (a, b e L), 
(iii) \jj(a') = ij/(a)' for any a e L, 
(iv) ij/( V flj) = V $(ai) whenever a{ eL(i e 1ST), a{ = a) for any i =(= j and a{ e C(L) 

ieN ieN 

for i > 1. 

Proof. If \j/: L-> B is a mapping with the properties (i) — (iv) and if a rg b then 
\J/(a) \ ij/(b) is nonvoid. If we take a point p e ij/(a) \ î (ft) and consider the state 
sp: B -> {0, 1} concentrated in {p}, then sp\j/ is a central 0—1 state on Land sp ^(a) = 
= 1, s ,^(b)-= 0. 

Conversely, if L possesses weak hidden variables and if we denote by Q the set 
of all central 0—1 states, then a routine verification gives thafit suffices to take for B 
the a-algebra generated by all sets Qa = {ft, ft(a) = 1} (a e L) and put \J/(a) = Qa. 
This completes the proof. 

Now a natural question arises, whether each L possesses weak hidden variables 
(provided, of course, that C(L) possesses weak hidden variables, which obviously 
requires C(L) to have a set representation). The answer is in the negative. 
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Example 3. There exists a logic Lsuch that 
(i) C(L) is (7-isomorphic to a a-algebra of subsets of a set, 

(ii) there exists e e Lsuch that s(e) = 1 for no central 0— 1 state. 
The construction. Let M be a six element logic M = {0, 1, a, a', b, b'} and let S 

be a set with card S = 2N. Put Lx = M for any x e S and consider the logic product 
P = Y[LX (the domain of P is the usual cartesian product and the partial ordering 

xeS 

and the orthocomplement are taken "coordinatewise"). Let us define a relation ~ 
on P by putting f ~ g if and only if the following conditions are satisfied (elements 
of P are considered as mappings from S into L): 
®f-1(b) = g-i(b),ri(b') = g-i(b% 

(ii) f-'(I) uf-l(a') = g-\l)v g-'(a'), 
(iii) {x e S, f(x) #= g(x)} is at most countable. 
Further, put Nfg = {x e S, f(x) $ g(x)} and define another relation < on P by 
settingf < g <=>Nfi9 is at most countable and Nfg c (f_1(a) u g~1(a')). The rela
tion ~ on P is an equivaJence and the factor P = Lj ~ becomes a logic when endowed 
with the partial ordering and the orthocomplement induced by < and ', respectively 
(the verification of these facts is rather lengthy but essentially simple and is left to 
the reader). 

Now we have to show that C(L) is isomorphic to a cr-algebra of subsets of a set. 
In order to do so, observe that [f] e C(L) (fe P) exactly in the case when the set 
{x e S, f(x) <£ {0, 1}} is countable. It immediately follows that the mappings 5,,, rx 

(x e S): C(L) -> {0, 1} defined by the requirements 

5*([f]) = 1 i f and only if f(x) e {1, a', b} , 

rx([f]) = 1 if and only if f(x) e {1, a', b'} 

are 0—1 measures on C(L). This implies that for any [f] e C(L) there is a 0—1 
measure t on C(L) with t([f]) = \. Therefore, C(L) has a set representation. 

Finally, put e = [ f j , where fa(x) = a for any xe S. We have to show that there 
is no central 0—1 state h on Lwith h(e) = 1. Assume that such an h exists and proceed 
by way of contradiction. For each K c S, letf^ be the characteristic function of K 
(with 0, 1 taken from M). The mapping cp: K -> [fK] is an isomorphism of the 
Boolean algebra exp S (of all subsets of S) onto a sub-c-algebra of C(L). Therefore 
m = h o cp is a probability measure on exp S. Obviously, if K e exp S and S\K 
is countable, then [fK] = [fa] and therefore m(K) = h([fK]) ^ h([fa]) = 1. This 
implies that m is a two-valued probability measure on exp S such that m(j) = 0 
for each countable set J e exp S. We have readied a contradiction (see [10]). The 
proof is complete. 

In the conclusion of this note let us observe that the above example has the fol
lowing central properties potentially applicable also elsewhere: 
(i) We have A{[/K], K a expS, K countable) = 0 in C(L) but 0 = [fj = fK 

for any K countable. 
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(ii) C(L) is atomic, the intersection of [fj with every atom in C(L) equals 0 but 
[/.] * o. 

Acknowledgement. The author would like to express his gratitude to Prof. Pavel 
Ptak for his encouragement during this research. 
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Souhrn 

JIŘÍ BINDER 

POZNÁMKA O SLABÝCH SKRYTÝCH PARAMETRECH 

Článek se zabývá c-aditivní verzí centrálně aditivních skrytých parametrů zavedených v [9], 
Je nalezena logika, která nemá úplnou množinu centrálně aditivních bezdisperzních stavů. 

Pe3K>Me 

JIŘÍ BINDER 

3AMEHAHHE O CJIAELIX CKPBITBIX IIAPAMETPAX 

PaccMaTpHBaioTCH ueHjpajibHBie COCTOHHHH Ha jiorHKe, BBe,aeHbie B CBH3H C npo6jieMOH CKPBITUX 
napaMeTpoB. IIocTpoeHa jiorHKa, He HMeiom;afl nojiHoe ceMeficTBo u;eHTpajn>Hbix 0— 1 cocToaHHH. 
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